
Diffusive media
characterization with laser speckle

Charles A. Thompson, Kevin J. Webb, and Andrew M. Weiner

The statistical properties of laser speckle with partially coherent light are related to the scattering
characteristics of an optically diffuse material. A diffusion equation model is shown to yield a speckle
contrast ratio that agrees well with measurements of opaque plastics of varying thicknesses. We show
that partially coherent light can be used to determine material parameters for highly scattering media.
Measured data for stratified materials with differing scattering properties indicate that this technique
may be useful in detecting inhomogeneities. © 1997 Optical Society of America
1. Introduction

Optical imaging within or through scattering media
is important in many remote sensing applications.
In a heavily scattering medium, where the diffusion
equation describes photon propagation, geometric in-
formation of embedded objects is not evident in the
optical image. This diffusive regime is particularly
pertinent to applications such as soft tissue
imaging.1–3 In this paper we propose and demon-
strate the use of a speckle measurement with par-
tially coherent light to determine either the
scattering parameters or the thickness of a highly
scattering time-invariant medium. We also perform
experiments demonstrating that the speckle contrast
ratio can be used to distinguish between different
diffusive materials and combinations of these mate-
rials. We show results consistent with a model
based on the photon diffusion equation.
The coherence properties of laser speckle have been

studied previously for applications in imaging corre-
lography, where it is desired to determine the sepa-
ration of objects within the atmosphere.4 In the
biomedical field, speckle has been used to diagnose
disease in thin, lightly scattering slices ~20–40mm! of
skin tissue.5 In the heavily scattering regime ~such
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as in thick samples of tissue!, the approach when
either the background or the object is in motion has
been to use a correlation6,7 or a difference8,9 in speckle
patterns to give a time-resolved image. For static
samples, Genack has shown an empirical relation
between the intensity autocorrelation and sample
thickness when the frequency of a laser line is
changed by as much as 30 GHz.10 The measure-
ment was performed over a domain approximately
the size of a speckle spot. The temporal intensity
autocorrelation, also measured over a small spot ap-
proximately the size of one coherence area, has been
related to the solution of the diffusion equation
through a path-length distribution by Bellini et al.11
The work of Genack and Bellini et al. suggests that
the coherence properties of light can be used to char-
acterize the optical properties of a highly scattering
medium, a concept that is expanded on here.
A measure typically used to describe the degree of

coherence of laser speckle is the intensity contrast
ratio ~sIymI!, where sI is the standard deviation and
mI is the ensemble average of intensity over the
speckle pattern. In a situation where the light is
perfectly coherent, the speckle contrast maintains a
value of 1, provided there is sufficient scatter for fully
developed statistics. With high scatter the real and
the imaginary components of the field at each point
have a Gaussian probability density with zero mean.
If the field magnitude and phase random variables
are assumed independent, the intensity probability
density function for monochromatic speckle is nega-
tive exponential. The top left of Fig. 1 shows a
sketch of intensity as a function of position for a
speckle pattern with perfectly coherent light. At the
top right of Fig. 1 is the corresponding negative ex-
ponential intensity probability density for the per-



fectly coherent case. If the light is partially
coherent, the speckle contrast can have a value some-
where between 0 and 1, depending on the coherence
of the source and the degree of scatter experienced by
the light,12,13 as illustrated in the middle of Fig. 1.
Finally, as the medium thickness or the density of
scatter increases, the speckle eventually washes out
and, in the ideal limit, becomes the mean value of
intensity, as depicted at the bottom of Fig. 1.
Speckle contrast measurements have previously

been applied for characterization of surface rough-
ness.13 In this paper it is demonstrated for the first
time to our knowledge that speckle contrast measure-
ments can be used to characterize static, thick scat-
tering media whose behavior follows the photon
diffusion equation. To achieve greatest effective-
ness, we require that the spread in photon travel
times through the medium ~t!, which we define as the
standard deviation of the arrival time at the output
~image! planes ~st!, be of the same order as the co-
herence time of the source ~tc!. For t ,, tc, the
contrast approaches 1 ~perfectly coherent case!, and
for t .. tc, the contrast tends toward 0 ~incoherent
case!. This means that for our experiments involv-
ing highly scattering media with centimeter thick-
nesses and spreads in photon travel times of
hundreds of picoseconds, we can use a simple
helium–neon laser with a linewidth of approximately
1 GHz, whereas surface roughness measurements
typically employ wideband sources with femtosecond
correlation times.
The speckle statistical theory for transmission

through diffuse media is developed as an extension of
the approach that has been used to represent the case
of scattering from a rough surface. The concept of
scattering path length is introduced in lieu of surface
height variation, where the distribution of path
lengths is obtained by employing the Green’s function
for the diffusion equation. Experimental results for
contrast ratio as a function of material thickness then
yield the mean optical scattering and absorption pa-
rameters for the medium by fitting the path-length
density function in an expression derived for sIymI.

Fig. 1. Comparison between the degrees of optical coherence in a
medium with heavy scatter. Left, intensity versus radial posi-
tion; right, intensity histogram ~t is the standard deviation of
photon arrival times; tc is the coherence time of the source.!
2. Theory

When the observation time is large relative to the
coherence time of the light, the mean, mI 5 ^I&, and
variance, sI

2 5 ^I2& 2 ^I&2, of the intensity of light
having finite bandwidth can be expressed as13

mI~xi, yi! 5 *
0

`

S~l!^In~xi, yi, l!&dl, (1)

sI
2~xi, yi! 5 *

0

`

*
0

`

S~l!S~l9!u^Un~xi, yi, l!

3 Un*~xi, yi, l9!&u2dldl9, (2)

where In~xi, yi, l! 5 Un~xi, yi, l!Un*~xi, yi, l!, Un~xi,
yi, l! is the normalized spectral amplitude of the
scalar ~electric or magnetic! field at image position
~xi, yi! at wavelength l, S~l! is the incident power
density at wavelength l from the source, and ^ . . . & is
the expected value. In Eq. ~1! and arriving at Eq. ~2!
we assume, by the central limit theorem, that Un~xi,
yi, l! is a complex Gaussian process.12,13 This im-
plies fully developed statistics, or a sufficiently scat-
tering medium, where the standard deviation in the
path length ~sl! is greater than the maximum wave-
length ~lmax!. We assume that the real and imagi-
nary components of the field, or the magnitude and
phase, are independent or uncorrelated random vari-
ables, also as a consequence of significant scatter.
With a sufficiently small image area centered at ~xi,
yi!, the mean and variance are invariant over the
image spot domain and are represented by the con-
stants mI and sI

2, respectively. The field at the de-
tector plane is that at the image point convolved with
the deterministic point-spread function for the imag-
ing optics. This point-spread function will scale
both mI and sI by the same constant.
The field at each point at the output of a scattering

medium can be represented as a superposition of ran-

Fig. 2. Diagram of photon diffusion through a random medium.
Photons are introduced into the medium by a source located at
point ~xs, ys!. The lines indicate example random paths of pho-
tons through themedium. Detection is made at some point ~xi, yi!
on the imaging side of the medium.
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dom phasors. Each random phasor can be consid-
ered as representing a random photon path through
the medium, as depicted in Fig. 2. For a given
source illumination,

U~xi, yi, l! 5 (
j51

M

Uj ~xi, yi, l!exp@2i2pLj~xi, yi, l!#, (3)

where Uj~xi, yi, l! describes the weighting for the
random path j, Lj~xi, yi! represents the length of the
jth random path, and M is a significantly large num-
ber of contributing fields. If the photon is not ab-
sorbed in the medium, it undergoes only scattering
events and exits the medium. Therefore, for a uni-
form illumination field over a finite aperture, the
magnitude of each complex number in the summa-
tion of Eq. ~3! has the same weighting, or Uj 5 U0, a
constant; the problem can be scaled such thatU0 5 1.
The sum in Eq. ~3! is over those photons that exit the
medium, i.e., those that undergo scattering events
but no absorption event. If a photon is absorbed in
the medium, it is not included in the summation, and
it does not contribute to the speckle image. The
number of scattered and absorbed photons are dic-
tated by the parameters of the diffuse material.
This information is conveyed by the probability den-
sity function for the path length. Assume that for
partially coherent light the optical parameters of the
scattering material can be considered independent of
wavelength. The variation of Uj with l is therefore
dictated by the spectrum of the excitation light.
Within the image spot centered at ~xi, yi! the sum-

mation in Eq. ~3! can be written as

U~l! 5 Um~l!exp~2i2plyl!, (4)

where l is the path-length random variable andUm is
the field-magnitude random variable. Um has a
Rayleigh density function and the phase 2plyl 5 f~l!
is uniformly distributed when sl .. l, which is the
case for the diffuse materials of interest.
With an image spot on the output surface of a

diffuse material that is small relative to the spatial
variation of ^I~xi, yi, l!& and scattering in the medium
that is independent of wavelength, set ^In~xi, yi, l!& 5
I0, a constant. With a large image spot, a model
describing this spatial variation would be needed; the
model proposed herein can be modified for this pur-
pose. For far-field imaging, the Fraunhofer approx-
imation can be used to describe the relationship
between the field at the output of the scattering me-
dium and the imaged quantity.
The size of the speckle is related to the imaging

optical aperture. The speckle size should be modi-
fied to achieve adequate resolution with the detector.
For example, the pixel size in an imaging CCD cam-
era should be small relative to the speckle size. We
also assume that there is a sufficient amount of
speckle within the small image domain for adequate
statistics to be formed.
The magnitude, Um~l!, and phase, f~l!, have been

assumed to be independent random variables at each
point in the image plane as a consequence of the large
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degree of scatter. The speckle properties are dic-
tated by the field autocorrelation at each image point
~xi, yi!.
Within the small image spot, the mean intensity

from Eq. ~1! becomes

mI 5 I0 *
0

`

S~l!dl. (5)

The normalized field probability density is

Un~l! 5 In
1y2 exp@2if~l!#, (6)

where the normalized intensity random variable In
1y2

is not a function of l. The expected value of the
second moment of Um~l! becomes

^Um
2~l!& 5 S~l!I0. (7)

The normalized field autocorrelation, GU 5
^Un~l!Un*~l9!&, can then be written as

GU 5 ^In& ^exp@2i2pl~1yl 2 1yl9!#&. (8)

As ^In& 5 I0,

GU 5 I0^exp@2i2pl~1yl 2 1yl9!#&. (9)

When Eq. ~9! is substituted into Eq. ~2! and Eq. ~5! is
used, the speckle contrast ~sIymI! becomes

mIysI 5 *
0

` H*
0

`

*
0

`

S~l!S~l9!

3 u^exp@2i2pl~1yl 2 1yl9!#&u2dldl9J1y2YS~l!dl.

(10)

The evaluation of the expected value in Eq. ~10!
requires the probability density function for the path
lengths through the medium, p~l !. Even though
slyl is large, so that monochromatic light has a uni-
form phase density, the quantity l~1yl 2 1yl9! cap-
tures the profile of p~l ! because sl and ~1yl 2 1yl9!
are of the same order.
To predict speckle statistics, a relation between the

path length of photons emerging from the medium,
l~xs, ys; xi, yi! in Eq. ~10!, and the physical scattering
and absorption within the medium is needed. For
the materials considered, the mean-free path is small
relative to the thickness, and the attenuation is low.
Therefore the time-domain diffusion equation can be
used to give a suitable representation for the distri-
bution of travel times ~for the light envelope! at a
particular image location ~xi, yi!.1,2 The diffusion
equation is

1yc ]F~x, y, z, t!y]t 2 D¹2F~x, y, z, t!

1 maF~x, y, z, t! 5 Q~x, y, z, t!, (11)

where c is the speed of light between scattering
events, F~x, y, z, t! is the radiative flux ~sometimes
referred to as photon fluence rate! in watts per square



centimeter at position ~x, y, z! at time t, Q~x, y, z, t! is
the source ~watts per cubic centimeter!, and D is the
diffusion coefficient ~centimeters!. The diffusion co-
efficient is given by

D 5 $3@ma 1 ~1 2 g!ms#%
21, (12)

where ma is the linear absorption coefficient ~per cen-
timeter!, ms is the linear scattering coefficient ~per
centimeter!, and g is themean cosine of the scattering
angle. The mean-free path between scattering
events is z0 5 3D ~centimeters!. The homogeneous
Green’s function for Eq. ~11!, with Q~x, y, z, t! 5 d~0,
0, 0, 0!, is

F~x, y, z, t! 5
c

~4pDct!3y2

3 exp~ 2 mact! exp S2
x2 1 y2 1 z2

4Dct D .
(13)

Note that the correct units for F result when the
weighting for the point source in joules is factored
into Eq. ~13!.
For a slab geometry of thickness d, a partially re-

flecting boundary condition can be obtained by set-
ting F 5 0 on an extrapolated boundary.14 The F 5
0 condition on the extrapolated boundary zb 5 2AD
from the input and output faces can be achieved by
introducing dipole image sources,1 as shown in Fig. 3.
A dipole is defined as two point sources separated by
2z0 and driven 180° out of phase. The unitless pa-
rameter A is defined as

A 5 ~1 1 rd!y~1 2 rd!, (14)

Fig. 3. Schematic of four dipole sources used to produce approx-
imate F 5 0 boundary conditions on an extrapolated boundary for
the diffusion equation model applied to a slab of material. The
filled circles represent positive sources, the open circles are nega-
tive sources, and the shaded region is the slab of material. The
extrapolated boundaries are signified by the dashed lines.
where rd is the reflection coefficient, defined as

rd 5 21.440n22 1 0.710n21 1 0.6681 0.0636n. (15)

Here n is the normalized refractive index of the slab,
n 5 n1yn2, where n1 is within the medium and n2 is
the index of the background ~assumed air for these
experiments!. The form for Eq. ~15!was determined
by Egan,15 using a curve fitted to data presented by
Orchard,16 which related the diffuse reflectance of a
slab against the index of the composedmaterial. We
have verified the form of Eq. ~15! by performing our
own independent curve fit to the Orchard data. The
slab is assumed to have infinite width. To employ
Green’s functions for a homogeneous domain, we in-
troduce image sources as dipoles located at zd 5
2qd 1 ~4q 2 1!zb 6 z0, where z0 5 3D ~one transport
mean-free path!, d is the slab thickness, and q is an
integer. In the example presented here, the infinite
set of image sources is truncated to four dipoles, cor-
responding to q 5 $21, 0, 1, 2%1. The influence of ma
damps the signal from sources of larger q value at the
physical slab boundaries, resulting in a negligible
contribution from these sources. The photon fluence
rate for the slab medium, Fs, represented as due to
four dipoles in an infinite homogeneous domain, is

Fs~x, y, z, t! 5 (
q521

2

F$x, y, z 2 @2qd 1 ~4q 2 1!zb

1 z0#, t% 2 F$x, y, z 2 @4qd 1 ~2q

2 1!zb 2 z0#, t%, (16)

where F~x, y, z 2 zd, t! represents a dipole at z 5 zd.
The measured transmitted light corresponds to the
output photon current density, T~x, y, d, t! in watts
per square centimeter, which can be expressed with
Fick’s law as

T~x, y, d, t! 5 ẑ z @2D¹Fs~x, y, z, t!#uz5d, (17)

where ẑ is the unit vector in the positive direction and
the light is incident upon the slab from the negative
z direction.
The intensity distribution as a function of time at

position ~x, y! on the output plane can be determined
by normalizing Eq. ~17! over time:

f ~t! 5
T~x, y, d, t!

*
0

`

T~x, y, d, t!dt

. (18)

The function f ~t! in Eq. ~18! gives a density for the
number of photons exiting the medium as a function
of time. As a measure of the probability density
function for l, we set

p~l ! 5 f ~t!ut5lyc, (19)

with c 5 c0yn, where n is the refractive index of the
background medium in which the scattering centers
are suspended and c0 is the speed of light in vacuum.
Note that f ~t! is a function of ma and ms, so it provides
the distribution of the output optical intensity, ac-
1 June 1997 y Vol. 36, No. 16 y APPLIED OPTICS 3729



counting for those photons that have undergone ab-
sorption events. In the case of complex geometries,
this probability density of photon travel times can be
solved for numerically. The characteristic function
in Eq. ~10! can now be expressed as

KexpF2i2plS1l 2
1
l9DGL 5 *

0

`

p~l !

3 expF2i2plS1l 2
1
l9DGdl,

(20)

clearly showing dependence on the path length in the
medium, l, and the coherence length of the light, lc ;
l2y~Dl!, where Dl is the bandwidth. With a change
of variable, Eq. ~20! can be considered the single-
sided Fourier transform of p~l !.

3. Experiment

Experiments were performed to verify contrast de-
pendence on diffuse media by placing sheets of vari-
ous plastics at the image plane of an Optronics TEC-
470 CCD camera setup, as shown in Fig. 4. A
spatially filtered and collimated 30-mW, cw He–Ne
laser running at 632.8 nm was used as the illumina-
tion source. Experiments were performed with min-
imal ambient light. A polarizing filter was placed
before the CCD camera to increase the contrast of the
detected signal. The speckle size was determined by
the 3-mm aperture in the output screen, the size of
which gave an adequate speckle size for both the
resolution and the generation of statistics. The
CCD camera ~with 640 3 480 pixels! was set to inte-
grate for 30 s, and the signal was transferred to a PC
with an 8-bit frame grabber card for statistical data
analysis. The image spot size was approximately 1
mm square. All experiments were performed with
the CCD aligned with the excitation laser beam, so
that x 5 y 5 0 in Eq. ~17!.
Figure 5 shows example snapshots of speckle pat-

terns measured with this system for two different
plastic thicknesses. From the two snapshots, it be-
comes apparent that the thicker medium shows evi-
dence of the speckle pattern becoming less distinct, or
washed out.
The polarizer was used in the system to remove

orthogonally ~to the incident-laser signal! polarized

Fig. 4. Diagram of the speckle imaging system. The system im-
ages a 1-mm-square spot from the back side of the scattering
medium onto the CCD array.
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components. The medium had sufficient scatter and
was thick enough that the polarization of the light
exiting themediumwas assumed random. This was
experimentally verified by recording speckle patterns
with the polarizer set parallel and perpendicular to
the incident light. The results for the material
thicknesses used show equivalent speckle statistics
for both polarizations; i.e., in the diffuse regimewhere
d .. z0, we expect complete depolarization. The ex-
periment would be equally valid if the polarizer were
removed and the resulting speckle pattern consid-
ered the incoherent superposition of the parallel and
perpendicular polarization components.
The first set of measurements was performed to

establish a relationship between material thickness
and speckle contrast. Different thicknesses of a
highly diffuse white acrylic, Acrylite 0152 by Cyro
Industries, were characterized. The various thick-
nesses were achieved by clamping together several 18
cm 3 18 cm sheets of 0.6-cm-thick material. All
sheets came from the same stock to ensure uniform
scattering parameters. Figure 6 shows a plot of the
measured speckle contrast versus acrylic thickness
for several independent ~dismantle and reassembly!
measurements. An approximate theoretical fit to
the speckle contrast data from a least-squares fit to
Eq. ~10! and Eq. ~19! is shown as the dashed curve in

Fig. 5. Snapshot showing typical speckle patterns. Top, Acry-
lite, 0.6 cm thick; bottom, Acrylite, 3.6 cm thick. Note that the
intensity is more uniform ~sI is smaller! for the thicker sample.



Fig. 6. The refractive index used in Eq. ~15! for the
acrylic was n 5 1.49, determined by measuring the
Brewster’s angle. Our best fit was obtained with ms9
5 ms~1 2 g! 5 41 cm21 and ma 5 0.005 cm21, result-
ing in z0 . 0.25 mm. A generous estimation for the
bounds for these measurements was determined by
calculation of the extremes that fully encompass the
experimental data presented in Fig. 6. These
bounds are approximately 35 cm21 , ms9 , 45 cm21

and 0.002 cm21 , ma , 0.007 cm21. Figure 6 also
shows a plot ~dotted–dashed curve! of the standard
deviation in photon arrival times ~t 5 st! normalized
to the coherence time of the laser ~tc!. This normal-
ized characteristic time is calculated with the diffu-
sion equation model and our best fit for ma and ms9, as
given above, used to compute t. The FWHM lasing
bandwidth of the laser was measured to be approxi-
mately Dn 5 900 MHz, with a mode spacing of 161
MHz. This results in a free-space coherence length
of approximately 22.1 cm ~14.85 cm in the plastic!,
calculated with tc 5 0.664yDn, which assumes a
Gaussian spectral profile.17 In the simulation the
power spectrum was modeled as a pure Gaussian
function. For our range of thicknesses tytc varies
from approximately 0.5 to 3.5, consistent with our
premise that the speckle contrast is most sensitive to
variations in scattering when tytc is of the order of
unity.
Example measured histograms of speckle intensity

for each thickness are shown in Fig. 7. As can be
seen in the histograms, sI decreases with increasing
plastic thickness. Note that the mean intensity val-
ues were maintained nearly the same for all thick-
nesses. The absolute pixel intensity scale is not
significant, as it is a result of the linearization process
(see Section 4). Figure 8 shows example path-length
probability density functions determined using Eq.
~19! with Eqs. ~16!–~18! for different thicknesses of
the acrylic. As expected, the thicker the medium,

Fig. 6. Speckle contrast ratio ~sIymI! for various thicknesses of
white acrylic. The diamonds represent raw experimental data.
The dashed curve is a best fit to the experimental data. This
curve gives ma 5 0.005 cm21 and ms9 5 41.0 cm21. The normal-
ized characteristic time, tytc, is plotted on the right axis, where t
is the spread in photon travel times ~calculated using ma 5 0.005
cm21 and ms9 5 41.0 cm21! and tc ' 737 ps is the laser coherence
time.
the larger the spread in photon arrival times or path
length ~t or sl!.
To confirm our approach, we compared our results

with values for the scattering parameters for this
material derived by another method, in which the

Fig. 7. Example intensity histograms for several Acrylite slab
thicknesses. Note that sI reduces as the material thickness in-
creases.
1 June 1997 y Vol. 36, No. 16 y APPLIED OPTICS 3731



intensity decay across the surface was measured and
fitted to the diffusion equation Green’s function solu-
tion for a homogeneous domain.18 These measure-
ments yielded ms9 ' 15 cm21 and ma ' 0.05 cm21,
with an uncertainty that was estimated to be up-
wards of 50%. We believe the differences between
these scattering parameters and those derived by the
speckle method are within the experimental uncer-
tainties of the two techniques. Some of the discrep-
ancy may be attributed to the treatment of the
boundary conditions in the diffusion equation model-
ing. As discussed above, our analysis used a series
of four dipole image sources to approximate extrapo-
lated F 5 0 boundary conditions, rather than a less
accurate homogeneous domain model.18 In addi-
tion, the Acrylite–air and air–Acrylite interfaces be-
tween the various sheets cause the measured
parameters for the stratified sample to differ to some
degree from those for a single material layer of the
same total thickness. The interfaces introduce re-
flections that likely increase the path length of
obliquely-incident photons, thereby resulting in a
larger ms9 than would be achieved with a single layer.
An additional experiment was performed to illus-

trate sensitivity to a material hidden within another
diffuse material. Two 0.6-cm-thick white acrylic
sheets were placed in the center of two pieces of a light
white plastic, Plexiglas 2447 by AtoHaaf, each 1.2 cm
thick. The scattering parameters of the white Plexi-
glas were measured to be18 ma 5 0.02 cm21 and ms9 5
7.5 cm21, signifying that the white Plexiglas is less
scattering than the white acrylic. The result resem-
bles a plastic sandwich, as shown in column one of
Table 1. Speckle contrast is compared with data
taken when the center acrylic material is replaced by
the white Plexiglas, also 1.2 cm thick ~thus making a
homogeneous sample! and a clear acrylic ~no scatter-
ing medium in the center! in Table 1. As expected,
the maximum speckle contrast was achieved when the
light experienced the least amount of scatter ~clear

Fig. 8. Probability density functions for photon path lengths, p~l !,
through three thicknesses of the Acrylite material ~0.6, 1.8, and 3.6
cm!, calculated using ms9 5 41 cm21 and ma 5 0.005 cm21. As the
material increases in thickness, sl increases.
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acrylic in the center! and decreased with increasing
scatter in the center material.

4. Discussion

Transmission measurements were performed on plas-
tics of differing thickness and composition by the
clamping together of a number of sheets. Reflections
occur at these interfaces, resulting in a slightly differ-
ent contrast ratio from that which would be obtained
from a single piece of material. There are two com-
peting effects. Fresnel reflections for obliquely inci-
dent photons on the plastic–air interface cause these
photons to travel farther before they reach the image
spot than they would in a single sheet of the same total
thickness. This causes the contrast ratio to be lower
for the stratified material. However, the Fresnel-
reflected photonsmay be absorbed, or theymay escape
from a different surface region than theywould have in
the single-layer case. In this latter case the photons
that are more normally incident on the interfaces
~those that have on average undergone less scatter!
dominate at the image spot. This increases the mea-
sured contrast ratio at the image spot. As the ma is
low for the plastics used, the former effect should dom-
inate, serving to reduce the contrast ratio for the strat-
ified material and hence increase the extracted ms9
over that for a single slab. An index-matching gel
was tried, but flow over themeasurement timewindow
washed out the speckle. Ideally, plastics of the ap-
propriate thickness should be used.
The diffusion equation has been used to determine

a relationship for the probability density function for
photon travel distances through the medium. The
diffusion equation, as an approximation of the Bolt-

Table 1. Measured Speckle Contrast Ratio for Plexiglas Containing
Various Slabs of 1.2-cm-thick Center Materiala

Center Material
Speckle

Contrastb ~sym!

Characteristic
Path Length through
Center Materialc ~cm!

0.3108 8.78

White acrylic

0.3503 2.17

Homogeneous

0.4315 0.00

Clear

aThe contrast ratios are an average of four measurements.
bAverage of all measurements; the standard deviation of mea-

surements is ,0.004.
cCalculated by performing a standard deviation of the photon

probability density, p~l !.



zmann transport equation, treats the photons as par-
ticles. Therefore coherent wave interactions at the
optical wavelength cannot be treated directly. How-
ever, we assume that the diffusion equation time en-
velope solution at a point in space, the image point,
describes the light passing through thematerial. The
thickness of the material should be greater than ;3
mean-free paths ~3z0! for the diffusion equation to hold.
The fields at the output of the material can be consid-
ered as a superposition of a ballistic component and a
scattered component. The material thickness is con-
sidered large enough ~i.e., there are a sufficient number
of scattering centers! that the ballistic field can be
ignored. The diffusion equation is used to model the
heavily scattered field. Views of the speckle patterns
for the experiments performed qualitatively support
this contention, and the performance of the model pre-
sented here in predicting the speckle statistics offers
quantitative support. The diffusion equation is used
to describe the statistical nature of the imaged inten-
sity; it clearly does not model the actual field structure
for a source having a moderately high coherence. As
the source coherence decreases, the diffusion equation
has been shown to be a good model for the space and
time dependence of the light transmitted through a
highly scattering medium.2
Consider the use of speckle statistics to character-

ize a static highly scattering medium, as presented
here, in contrast to other optical diffusion imaging
approaches that have been explored.1,2 The term
“diffusion” relates to the high degree of scatter in the
medium and hence the applicability of a diffusion
equation model to describe the spatial and temporal
light envelope for light of low coherence or with local
spatial averaging such that the coherent field varia-
tion ~or speckle! is not detected. The same diffusion
equation model is used here to relate the material
properties to the measured speckle contrast ratio.
The approach that has been used previously in diffu-
sion imaging is to cw modulate a source ~say, a light-
emitting diode! and make a coherent ~magnitude and
phase! detection at the modulation frequency.1,2
Scanning the source and detector with a single mod-
ulation frequency can yield imaging data. For a ho-
mogeneous material the variation of the magnitude
and phase of the detected signal as a function of
detector position, with a fixed source, can be used to
determine ma and ms for the material by means of
optimization techniques. The speckle measure-
ments used a partially coherent cw source and pro-
vided only magnitude data in the form of sIymI at a
small image spot on the output face of the material.
Using the speckle technique presented here, one can
obtain the material parameters by scanning the im-
age spot over the output face of the material with a
fixed source location, thereby obtaining the contrast
ratio as a function of scan position, or by fixing the
image spot and varying the material thickness ~as
was done to produce the theoretical curve to fit the
measured sIymI in Fig. 6!. To prevent contrast re-
duction with a dynamic medium, time-gated mea-
surements of speckle could be made and the
coherence of the light could be controlled by modifi-
cation of the temporal characteristic. It is interest-
ing to note that contrast in the previous photon
diffusion imaging techniques1,2 depends on the vari-
ance of photon travel times relative to the rf modu-
lation frequency, whereas in the current speckle
technique contrast depends on the variance in photon
travel times relative to the laser coherence time.
The CCD camera used in these experiments exhib-

ited a nonlinear response to intensity, meaning that
the relationship between the pixel readings and the
optical intensity was nonlinear. To compensate for
this nonlinearity, a measured calibration curve of
pixel reading as a function of optical intensity was
obtained using a series of neutral-density filters.
This calibration curve was mapped mathematically
to a straight line. Each pixel reading in the mea-
sured response therefore had a corresponding linear-
ized intensity; the nonlinear response for the camera
was applied to each pixel response. This linearized
intensity value for each pixel was used to perform the
statistics. With the He–Ne laser and the image spot
size used, the CCD required a 30-s integration time.
The integration time could be reduced if the laser
power were increased or if a more sensitive camera
were used. Vibrations cause a washing out of the
speckle, i.e., a reduction in the contrast ratio. The
optical components were securely mounted on an op-
tical bench to minimize vibrational effects on the
measured optical statistics.
The speckle statistics were determined by use of

the complete CCD image, which, because of the im-
aging optics, represents an image spot size at the
output surface of the plastic of ;1 mm square. The
diffusion equation solution for output photon current
is slowly varying relative to the image spot size; as-
sumptions of a uniform mean over the image spot at
the output of the plastics is accurate for the thick,
highly scattering materials used. As an image is
formed, it is assumed that the speckle statistics are
stationary, or independent of position over the CCD.
The point-spread function for the imaging system,
convolved with the image field at the output of the
diffuse material, gives the true field being imaged.
The statistics of the speckle ~the correlation of the
field! are in general nonstationary, as would be the
case for far-field imaging.
The size of the speckle is dictated by the output

beam size or limiting aperture. The speckle con-
trast is determined by the coherence of the light and
the scattering properties of the material. Consider
light of fixed coherence, as in the experiments pre-
sented here. As the limiting aperture in the output
imaging system of Fig. 4 is reduced, the speckle size
increases. One can equivalently view this as reduc-
ing a limiting aperture or reducing the angular
spread of photons exiting the scattering medium that
are imaged. With a fixed limiting aperture size, in-
creased scatter reduces the contrast ratio. The con-
trast ratio also reduces with increasing ~large! beam
size incident on the diffuse plastic.
With sufficiently small material thickness ~d! or
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scattering coefficient ~ms9!, the diffusion equation
model ceases to be valid, necessitating an alternate
physical representation. This regime is frequently
considered to be d, 3z0. It may also be necessary to
consider the correlation between the real and the
imaginary field statistics: these fields were consid-
ered independent and Gaussian in the model pre-
sented here. The speckle data would also be
expected to be polarization sensitive, and, in fact,
co-polarized and cross-polarized measurements
should provide useful characterization data.
In constructing the model for the mean and vari-

ance of the speckle intensity at an image point, the
first and second moment of the first-order statistics
were used, where first order refers to moments eval-
uated at a single point in space. This was justified
because of the slowly varying nature of the first mo-
ment or mean over the output surface of the diffuse
material. The field correlation, as a function of po-
sition and wavelength, is determined by the laser
coherence and the path-length density function p~l !.
By measuring the intensity probability density func-
tion as a function of thickness ~or position!, we gen-
erate first-order statistics for the intensity as a
function of position. It is the spatial dependence of
these first-order statistics that is used to evaluate ma
and ms9 for a material through p~l !. One could con-
sider using the measured statistics as a function of
position with models other than path length derived
from the diffusion equation.

5. Conclusion

We have shown that measurements of the speckle con-
trast as a function of material thickness can be related
to a diffusion equation model. Our work suggests
that when the laser coherence time is of the order of
the spread in photon travel time, speckle contrast can
be used to determine the scattering parameters of a
material of known thickness or the thickness of a me-
dium with known scattering parameters. Our data
also demonstrate that speckle contrast measurements
can yield information about the interior structure of
scattering samples, potentially leading to a new
method of imaging within scattering media.

The authors acknowledge J. Mourant, T. Fuselier,
and I. Bigio of Los Alamos National Laboratory for
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